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Abstract: In this paper, recent advances in Spectrum allocation techniques and the CR networks architectural design are discussed. We
have reviewed firstly, a systematic way to study the spectrum allocation problem by introducing various design strategies, such as those
based on signal-to interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) or transmission power. A discussion of these methods is presented the paper
focusing on centralized or distributed methods. Secondly, CR optimization methods are presented, accompanied by a description of the
resource allocation problem. Furthermore, quality of service (QoS) criteria of the physical and the medium access control layers are
investigated. Thirdly, challenges in spectrum assignment are discussed, focusing on recent emerging trends in CR such as dynamic
spectrum allocation, spectrum aggregation and frequency mobility. Finally, the future research in this area are discussed, including
adaptability-reconfigurability, dual accessibility, and energy efficiency.
Keywords: Cognitive radio networks, spectrum allocation, spectrum management, power allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the previous decade, Cognitive radio networks (CRN) have been a research hotspot in the communication systems. The
term CR, stands for Cognitive radio, was introduced by Mitola in 1998 as an intelligent radio technology which is able to adapt
to various communication environment, all of which could be integrated into
The existing communication systems. A CR paradigm called the opportunistic spectrum access is an overlay cognitive
access method, in which each cognitive user may transmit through the available channels. Significant research efforts have
been undertaken to investigate the efficient spectrum allocation schemes which aims to serve an exponentially increasing
number of users by using a limited spectrum range. As communication nodes that serve establish communication have become
more ubiquitous ,offering a variety of different services for ever-increasing data rate demands, spectrum allocation has become
even more difficult and challenging problem. The need for improvement in spectrum allocation techniques have become
increasingly essential as some spectrum usage measurements strategies indicate that a considerable amount of spectrum is used
spasmodically leading to its underutilization [1]. Therefore, spectrum scarcity can be regarded as a result of improper spectrum
distribution and management policies rather than respective shortage of frequencies[2]–[5]. A large number of the existing
spectrum allocation policies provide a fixed portion of spectrum to each wireless access technology, so as to manage
communication requirements [6], [7]. Investigations prove that a this method of spectrum assignment prevents network users
from efficiently utilizing the available spectrum since there are:
1) Absence of communication devices in a particular area, termed as the spectrum hole.
2) Spectrum underutilization due to sparse population in some remote or less inhabited areas.
3) Time slots in which users does not transmit on the frequency channels. Therefore, the dynamic spectrum access (DSA)
paradigm was introduced to combat with the problems of spectrum inefficiency [8], [9]. When addressing the problem of
resource allocation, we have to determine a set of parameters and aspects such as:
a) The bandwidth allocated to each CR network user,
b) User transmission rate and power,
c) The mobility model of the CR network users and potential mobility support by the network,
d) Dynamic adaptation to the varying CR network conditions, and
e) The level at which PUs are affected by SUs activity. To this end, the resource allocation problem can be divided into two
main sub-problems:
1) The spectrum allocation
2) Determining the transmission parameters, such as transmission rate and power. In a CR networking environment,
efficient spectrum management techniques should be employed taking into consideration the QoS requirements of the
supported services. The main challenges that a CR spectrum allocation technique should take into consideration are as follows:
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1) Determining the available spectrum slots in the spectrum range under consideration. This functionality is commonly
referred to as spectrum sensing. Thus, an efficient CR resource allocation scheme should sense the common medium within the
available spectrum band and determine the unused portions of the spectrum [10], [11].
2) Selecting the best available spectrum portions to serve an SU. This selection, which is called spectrum decision, is based
on specific criteria, such as the interference introduced towards PUs and the satisfaction of SUs QoS criteria.
3) Sharing the spectrum, that is, to synchronize the access of the SU under consideration with the rest of communicating
users within the CR network. This allocation is the output of a complex process where multiple network and QoS parameters
are often taken into consideration. Moreover, certain policies, internal and possibly external, may also affect the spectrum
allocation.

Fig.1 System Model of CRN

4) Releasing the occupied channel by the SU once a PU requests to communicate [12]. Another strategy can also be
considered, such as allocating less bandwidth to the SUs in case there is still available spectrum and the SUs QoS requirements
are fulfilled.
5) Switching a communicating SU to another available frequency band when a PU starts transmitting in the initial channel
of the SU. The term spectrum mobility is employed to describe this function.
6) Prioritizing the requirements of the PU which may need the spectrum temporarily assigned to an SU. Hence, if a PU
requests a spectrum portion which is in use by an SU, the latter should vacate the channel in use and be handed off to another
unused portion of the spectrum. Alternatively, the SU can determine if it is possible to satisfy its own QoS requirements with
fewer resources, without causing unwanted interference to the PUs.
7) Including learning capabilities based on past performance and experience so as to improve future performance. CR
spectrum allocation techniques have to deal with the mutual interference from spectrally adjacent/overlapping transmissions,
which may cause significant performance degradation. As this interference is not managed by conventional radio resource
allocation strategies, it is required to develop new technologies that enable users to exploit awareness of their local interference
conditions to achieve efficient spectrum utilization while permitting reliable transmissions [13], [14]. The scope of this review
paper is limited to sensing techniques and resource allocation. In section II, the resource allocation strategies are classified
while in section III, Quality of service(QoS) parameters are discussed. In section IV, different state-of-art, spectrum allocation
strategies are discussed and compared based on underlay, overlay, interweave and hybrid CRN. Section V concludes the paper.
II. DESIGN OPTIONS FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION
First, A broad classification of the resource allocation schemes can be done according to the following design options:
A. Degree of Centralization for the Decision-Making Processes
The resource allocation schemes can be distinguished into

Fig.2 System Model of Relay Based CRN
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centralized or distributed. For the former, a central entity defines the resource allocation policy taking into account the actual
status of the allocated resources, i.e., the way that network resources are already allocated to ongoing users, and the
spatiotemporal utilization of the spectrum from the frequency sensing mechanism [15], [16]. The central entity decides
whether to assign a particular channel to an SU or not, in a limited geographical region and for a given duration. On the other
hand, distributed resource allocation schemes are performed by each CR network user independently. Thus, each SU decides
based on the specific resource allocation scheme input parameters whether to transmit through an available wireless channel
or not. In this case, it is necessary to have information exchange about some essential QoS metrics among neighboring users
within a small area around the corresponding user. Although centralized resource allocation schemes can be more efficient,
mainly due to the fact that they have access to the global information, they are more complex. Therefore, their
implementation is difficult in real CR networks. Moreover,
centralized resource allocation schemes necessitate a great
amount of information exchange, which increases the CR network overhead.
B. Amount of Available Information and Level of Cooperation Within the Network
According to this design feature, spectrum assignment schemes can be categorized as global or DSA, local or direct accessbased (DAB) schemes, and semilocal, as shown in Fig. 1. DSA schemes require information which may span the entire CR
network [17]. Their objective is to determine a resource allocation scenario which enhances the overall performance of the CR
network. DSA schemes may be further classified based on the optimization method employed in the

Fig.3. Different modes of CRN

decision-making process into game theoretic, stochastic, graph theory, genetic and swarm intelligence schemes. These schemes
are explicitly elaborated in [18]. In DAB schemes, the available information employed for the decision-making process is
limited to the sender-receiver pair [19]. The aim of such schemes is to maximize an objective function which is much simpler
than that for DSA schemes. The resource negotiation between both communicating parts is known as a sender-receiver
handshake. Evidently, local resource allocation schemes are less complex and less efficient compared to the global ones. DAB
schemes may be further categorized into contention- and coordination based schemes. Link Under Consideration: Resource
allocation schemes may be distinguished upon their applicability to either uplink [20] or downlink [21]. The main concern in
the uplink operated schemes is the per user transmit power constraint since mobile terminals are battery oriented. Moreover,
several additional design challenges such as the discrete nature of channel assignments (mainly in the orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) systems), and the heterogeneity of channel conditions and service requirements should be
considered. On the other hand, resource allocation schemes in the downlink need information feedback from the mobile
terminals to the base stations (BSs) to provide an efficient resource allocation policy [22]. In some cases, both links should be
considered by an efficient resource allocation scheme, since an SU may not be admissible in one of the two links. The
asymmetry between uplink and downlink traffic increases the complexity of the resource allocation problem.
C. The Way That Spectrum Is Shared Between PUs and SUs mount of Available Information and Level of Cooperation
Within the Network
To facilitate the access of SUs to licensed spectrum, a hierarchical access model is employed to distinguish PUs and SUs.
The main limiting factor and requirement in CR networks is that the interference experienced by PUs when SUs access the
licensed spectrum should be under a predefined level. Based on this design constraint, CR resource allocation schemes can be
grouped into three categories according to the way the spectrum is shared between PUs and SUs [23]. The first approach,
known as spectrum underlay access method, allows SUs to use the licensed spectrum even if PUs are active. In this case, SUs
operate under the noise floor of PUs, as shown in Fig. 3; thus, they should comply with severe transmission power constraints.
Spread spectrum techniques are employed to spread the signal of SUs over a wide spectrum range, so that the transmission of
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an SU is regarded as noise by PUs. In underlay access methods, SUs may communicate even in the worst case scenario, where
all PUs are active all the time. In short range links, SUs may achieve significantly high transmission rates with extremely low
transmission power [24]. Spectrum underlay schemes can be efficient since they utilize a broad spectrum range and thus, a
large bandwidth; however, they have increased complexity, which makes implementation difficult in real CR networks In
contrast to spectrum underlay, overlay access methods permit SUs to access the wireless channel only when it is available,
facilitating an opportunistic channel access as shown in Fig. 2(b). Thus, there is a need to identify the spectrum holes in time
and space, to decide when and where an SU may transmit. Spectrum overlay access methods have been first introduced in [25]
as a spectrum pooling strategy. In some studies, the term interweave access method is employed. This is similar to the overlay
access method since it requires sensing of the spectrum holes. However, as mentioned in [26], in interweave access methods,
ongoing users are considered as PUs, while new incoming users are considered as SUs. Although the spectrum underlay access
method may introduce increased interference to PUs when compared with the overlay one, this definitely depends on the
transmission parameters, e.g., transmission power, position in frequency, as well as the performance of the spectrum sensing
procedure. The interference in overlay access methods mainly stems from the non-orthogonality of the transmitted signals
between SUs and PUs. When the available access methods are studied from the perspective of the type of information they
require, then overlay and underlay access methods focus on the interference caused by the SU users‘ activity and the
codebooks of PUs, respectively. On the other hand, the interweave access methods necessitate considerable information about
the ongoing users‘ activity which can be obtained from PUs sensing [26]. Generally, overlay access methods are simpler and
easier to implement in practice. In a hybrid cognitive radio (CR) system underlay and overlay CR approaches are combined
under SIRN constraints. This new access type allows to optimize the spectrum sensing time with throughput improvement.

Fig.4. Underlay, overlay and harvesting mode in one CRN in [41]

III. DESIGN QUALITY OF SERVICE(QOS)
There are several possible available technologies that could be employed to realize this opportunistic spectrum allocation
policy. Among them, OFDM has already prevailed, as it facilitates the dynamic allocation of non-occupied spectrum portions
to SUs. However, the non orthogonality of the transmitted signals affects the performance of CR networks resulting in mutual
interference between SUs and PUs [27]. Several optimization schemes have been proposed in the literature, aiming at
maximizing the overall transmission rate, while maintaining the mutual interference among communicating users under a
predefined threshold and satisfying users QoS requirements. To efficiently serve an SU by satisfying its QoS requirements, the
resource allocation technique has to determine a set of transmission parameters, such as transmission power and rate.
Evidently, higher values of transmission power correspond to improved data rate, but on the other hand, the interference
introduced to PUs is increased. A great variety of resource allocation techniques have been proposed in the literature, aiming
at sharing the given spectrum among PUs and SUs, while not degrading the QoS of PUs and satisfying the QoS of SUs. The
unique characteristic of CR networks, which differentiates them from ordinary wireless networks, is the coexistence of PUs
and SUs. Thus, existing resource allocation techniques for wireless networks cannot be directly applied to CR networks. The
CR network resource allocation techniques can be classified according to either the design concept that they implement or the
parameter(s) employed in the decision-making process [27]. In what follows, we study the requirements of resource allocation
techniques and present the way that several network parameters are determined. The majority of proposed optimization
schemes examine the interference caused by communicating users to a channel which is in use by either a PU or an SU [28].
According to the user category, different requirements should be fulfilled regarding the SINR. Firstly, the aggregate
interference caused by all opportunistic transmissions to each PU should be less than a predefined threshold. Secondly, The
QoS SINR of SUs should be maintained above a predefined threshold. The attainable data rate between an SU and the BS or
another SU (in either downlink or uplink direction) constitutes a critical parameter which is employed by advanced resource
allocation techniques in CR networks [29][30]. Generally, the data rate varies according to the SINR and the coding and/or
modulation techniques employed. Although the transmit power and SINR experienced by SUs constitute critical parameters for
the SUs QoS determination, another important QoS metric is the transmission rate of SUs. Recent research studies have
evolved the strict channel/rate allocation and power control optimization problem towards CR resource allocation techniques
that incorporate fairness concerns [31]. Moreover, integrated resource allocation schemes have been recently introduced; these
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schemes try to ensure a balance between maximizing the aggregated SUs transmission rate and maintaining fairness in the
resource allocation among such users [32].
IV. STATE-OF-ART SPECTRUM ALLOCATION STRATEGIES
In [33] a constrained resource allocation problems arising in the context of spectrum sharing in cognitive radio networks
utilizing a multi-dimensional formulation is considered. This resource allocation strategy is based on underlay approach of
CRN multiple objectives and constraints such as sum rate, fairness, number of active secondary users (SUs), power
consumption, and quality of service requirements (of both PUs and SUs) are considered. The three dimensions for the
optimization task are the assignment of power, frequency, and antenna directionality to various SUs. Efficient heuristic
algorithms are developed for five variations of the NP-hard optimization problems. Solution quality tradeoffs are shown for
three algorithms, viz., convex relaxation with tree pruning, convex relaxation with gradual removal, and a genetic algorithm
(GA. The multi-objective problems are solved using a modification of the (Non dominated sorting genetic algorithm) NSGA-II
evolutionary algorithm, obtaining a set of Pareto-optimal solutions under computational constraints. The formulations are
based on the physical model [34], which provides a realistic modelling of the physical communication environment by utilizing
a path loss model. The general path loss between any transmitter i and any receiver j is given as
𝐿𝑖,𝑗 𝑘 =

𝐺𝑡,𝑖 𝐺𝑟,𝑗

𝑐2

𝑎
𝑑 𝑖,𝑗

4𝜋𝑓 𝑘

[1]

where Gt,i and Gr, j are the transmit and receiver antenna gains respectively, c is the speed of light, f (k) is the carrier frequency
of subband k, di, j is the distance between transmitter i and receiver j, and α is the attenuation constant. We assume an additive
white Gaussian (AWGN) channel with zero mean and variance N0. Under these assumptions, the achievable data rate of SU n
can be expressed [35] as:
𝑅𝑛 = 𝐵

𝑘
[1 + 𝛾𝑛
𝑘 =1 log

𝑘 ]

[2]

where log is defined in base 2 and γn(k)is the signal-to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of SUnon carrier k,

Fig.5. System model in employing QSD technique

𝛾𝑛 𝑘 ≜

𝑝𝑛 𝑘 𝐿𝑛,𝑛 𝑘
𝑁0 + 𝑙∈ℕUℳ,𝑙≠𝑛 𝑝𝑙 𝑘 𝐿𝑙,𝑛 𝑘
[3]

In (3), pn(k)and pl(k)represent transmit powers of SUn and PUl or SUl, respectively. The SINR conditions for establishing a
successful communication link on the carrier k is given by γn(k) ≥γn. Finally, the normalized sum-rate is given by,
𝑁𝑆𝑅 =

1
𝐵

𝑘

𝑅𝑛

[4]

In [36], a resource allocation strategy based on deep neural networks (DNN) is proposed and the training method is
presented to train the neural networks. This approach is also based on underlay model. a simplified CRN is considered in order
to permit meaningful insights into the design of resource allocation strategies based on DNN. In the CRN, the secondary
network coexists with the primary network by using the underlay mode. In this case, the PBS and the CBS can transmit signals
on the same frequency channel. The primary link consists of one primary base station (PBS) and one primary user (PU) while
the secondary link has one CBS and one secondary user. All the terminals are equipped with one antenna. it is assumed that all
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the channels are block fading channel. All the channel power gains are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) ergodic and
stationary random variables with continuous probability density functions. In order to protect the QoS of the PU, an
interference power constraint is imposed. The Average interference power (AIP) constraint can not only well protect the QoS
of the PU, but also improve the performance of the SU.in order to obtain the resource allocation strategy and achieve real-time
implementation, a resource allocation framework based on DNN is proposed. The training method for obtaining the
characteristic parameters of the DNN is given. The channel gains are identified as the input and the corresponding optimal
transmit power is the output of the DNN for maximizing the SE or the EE of the CRNs. In this paper, the training process is
based on the mini-batch gradient descent algorithm. In [37], A cooperative traffic allocation strategy for PU is designed
together with the non-uniform bandwidth partition regularize the PU‘s resource occupancy pattern without compromising its
performance, and to maximize the spare bandwidth for the SU at the same time. The problem of capacity based

Fig.6. System model in employing QSD technique

optimization problem (COP) together with the fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for an approximation
guarantee of the global optimum is presented. Then a subcarrier based optimization problem as the surrogate problem of COP
is utilized, which can be solved by a greedy algorithm exactly. The interweave model is used, which is based on the idea of
opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) and is also referred to as spectrum overlay . By following the OSA strategy, the SU
carries out spectrum sensing to detect white spaces, and reconfigures its transmission parameters (e.g., carrier frequency,
bandwidth, and modulation scheme) to operate in the identified spectrum band. In addition, the SU needs to keep monitoring
the spectrum on which it operates and quickly vacates the band whenever the PU becomes active. The PU traffic allocation is
channel based. A channel as a whole is either allocated to the PU entirely or remains unused. Denoting the PU traffic in any
time slot under consideration by R(n), and the channel subset allocated to the PU by B(n) p , a feasible PU traffic allocation
should satisfy the following constraint:
𝑐𝑝 𝐵𝑝𝑛

≥𝑅 𝑛

[5]

Since our methods are designed to be executed in every time slot, the variable n is not necessarily to appear in the above
equation. Thus, the simplified formula can be written as follows:
𝑐𝑝 𝐵𝑝 ≥ 𝑅

[6]

We assume that the SU bandwidth demand is large, which can always use up all the spare capacity left by the PU.
Therefore we have Bs = B n Bp, where Bs is the set of all idle channels available to the SU. Our objective is to maximize
cs(Bs) by optimizing Bp. As cs(Bs) represents the effective capacity of Bs, the problem is referred to as COP (Capacity-based
Optimization Problem) and is formulated as follows:
max 𝑐𝑠 𝐵𝑠 𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑐𝑝 𝐵𝑝 ≥ 𝑅
𝐵𝑎

[7]

Fig.7. QSD based CRN

where cs(Bs) =P_i2Bscs(_i), cp(Bp) =P_j2Bpcp(_j),and R is the PU traffic in any time slot under consideration. On the
computational complexity, we have the following conclusion.
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In [38], a general quantized soft decision (QSD) based compressive sensing and reporting strategy for hybrid
underlay/overlay systems is presented. It provides a general framework to report more reliable sensing results to improve the
sensing precision and reduce the collision probability with the low complexity. To this end, the soft sensing decisions are
quantized to multiple levels, then they are compressed and encoded, while the characteristic information of secondary users
(SUs) including the index of the SUs, the interference tolerance level etc, is transmitted over equivalent bit channels. A general
QSD-based sensing for hybrid underlay and overlay CRN is presented. Different from the available research achievements,
which only consider the pure underlay or overlay scenario, in our design, the soft decision of the spectrum usage is quantized.
Thus, the adjustable quantization levels allow the CRN nodes to deliver the local sensing results with different precision no
matter the access mode is underlay or overlay. For the considered practical hybrid underlay and , the theoretical reliability,
sensing and efficiency performances as well as the complexity is analysed. Based on GA method and Heuristic method, the
error rate and the bound are derived. Then overall detection and collision probability is determined. Subsequently, a definition
of ESE is presented to measure how many local sensing results are transmitted and provide the complexity analysis.
M SUs are considered with and 1 FC as shown in Fig.5 In this system, SUs detect Q subbands and provide local sensing
results using the proposed QSD method, then report the sensing results and their own characteristic information to the FC. The
FC collects the information obtained from multiple SUs and determines the spectrum usage status. Based on the received final
decision D delivered by FC,SUs will determine whether to access the available sub-bands to avoid collisions. For example,
when i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, for a sub-band with the index ai , ai ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Q}, according to D, if oi ≥ Dai , i.e., the
interference is tolerable, then Ci can get permitted to access this sub-band. By contrast, if oi <Dai ,Ci will select a new subband with index a_i which satisfying Da_i≤ oi .
Underlay mode: In this scenario, SUs and PU can transmit simultaneously in a sub-band with the interference constraints for
PU and quality of service (QoS) constraints for SUs. For the i-th SU Ci, let fi (•) denote the probability density function (pdf)
of the detected energy, fi (•|H0) and fi (•|H1) denote the pdfs of the detected energy when PU signal absents and exists
respectively. Then fi (•) can be expressed as
𝑓𝑖 . = 𝑓𝑖 . ⃒𝐻0

1 − 𝛽𝑃𝑈 + 𝑓𝑖 ⃒𝐻𝑖 𝛽𝑃𝑈

[8]

where βPU is the ratio of sub-bands occupied by PU [6]. Using the maximum output entropy quantization scheme [39], we
divide the ED results into E levels, where E = 2e , ∈Z+. Let λ = {λ0, . . . , λE} denote the thresholds for the quantization region, l
= {l1, . . . , lE} denote quantization levels, then we have s(j )i∈l. The probability mass function (pmf) value of quantization level
lt , t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,E} is equal to 1/E. Assuming λ0 = −∞, λE = ∞, and lt is the centroid between λt−1 and λt , then based on Eq.
(1), we have
⋋𝑡
⋋𝑡
𝑥𝑓𝑖 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
⋋(𝑡−1)
𝑙𝑡 = ⋋𝑡
=𝐸
𝑥𝑓𝑖 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
[9]
𝑓 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
⋋(𝑡−1)
⋋(𝑡−1) 𝑖
For the jth sub-channel, Ci can decide s(j ) i as lt by comparing the detected energy and the quantization threshold. Based on
Eq. (2), the pmf value for s(j ) i can be written as:
𝑃 𝑠𝑖

𝑗

⋋𝑡

= 𝑙𝑡 =

𝑓𝑖 𝑥 𝑑𝑥 =
⋋ 𝑡−1

1
𝐸

10

Overlay mode: In the overlay scenario, the SU transmits over the sub-band where PU signal is detected as being absent. The
local decision is ―0‖/―1‖, which represents PU signal absent or existing respectively. In our proposed structure, when e = 1,
the QSD method simplifies as a HD method, which has low complexity and can be generally used in the overlay CRN.
Therefore, s(j ) i can be used to represent the spectrum usage status for hybrid underlay and overlay CSS systems, and the
parameter e can be adjusted to achieve a tradeoff between the sensing precisions and the computational complexities. 2)
Generation of Ri : Subsequently, we further compress Si to improve the efficiency. According to [40], since PU signal is
sparse in CRN, we can compress Si as
𝑅𝑖 = 𝑆𝑖 𝛩

[11]

where Θis a measurement matrix, Θ∈RL(Si )×P [13], and L(Ri) = P, P <L(Si ). Note that based on Eq. (4), the complexity
of evaluating Ri is determined by operations of
Θ, which is O(L(Si ) log L(Si )) [25]. Then Ri is transmitted
by Ci to FC.
In [41], the unit area is divided into three parts for secondary users: overlay mode area, underlay mode area, and a harvesting
zone. The throughput performance of a novel cognitive radio network (CRN) scenario with a mobile energy-harvesting
secondary transmitter (ST) is investigated. The hybrid overlay-underlay scheme allows the secondary users to access the
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spectrum even when the primary signal is detected. We are the first to partition the unit area into three parts for secondary
users: overlay mode area, underlay mode area, and harvesting zone. The primary pair consists of a primary transmitter (PT)
and a primary receiver (PR). The primary pair adopts a synchronous slotted protocol with length , and the arrival of primary
packets follows a time-homogeneous random process, where the spectrum licensed to the primary network switches between
the free state and the busy state. secondary pair consists of an energy-harvesting secondary transmitter (ST) and a secondary
receiver (SR).SR is located in the far-field region of ST, and follows the movements of ST.ST transmits in overlay or
underlay mode. In overlay mode, ST opportunistically and exclusively accesses the licensed spectrum when it is free. In
underlay mode,2 ST opportunistically coexists with PT when the interference from ST remains below a certain threshold
[16]. ST transmits packets in overlay/underlay mode with constant power. As shown in fig.7The underlay mode transmission
only occurs in the underlay mode area, while only the overlay mode transmission occurs in the overlay mode area. The
overlay mode transmission occurs anywhere under the conditions that
TABLE 1 A SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN CRN

Technique
Constrained allocation
using evolutionary
algorithms

Parameters optimized
Normalized sum rate, convergent accuracy, speed of
spectrum allocation, spectrum allocation efficiency,
mutual collision, reward constraint of spectrum allocation

References
[33][45][46][47]
[51][62]

Neural network based
scheme

Mean square error, average interference power, detection
probability, prediction time, sensing accuracy, network
throughput, spoofing attack, energy saving,

[36][63][64][65][66][67][68][69
][70][71][72][73][74][75]

Fully polynomial time
approximation scheme
(FPTAS)
quantized soft decision
(QSD) based

Ratio of the average
effective capacity of the SU
to the whole bandwidth
Theoretical reliability, sensing efficiency, bit error
probability, probability of false alarm, quantization error

[62] 37]

Game theory based

Throughput and collision probability, transmit bit rates,
stable convergence, efficiency, probability of missed
spectrum request

[57][58][38]61]

[42][43][44][48][49][50]
[52][53] 54]
[55][56][59][60]

the residual energy is sufficient and the licensed spectrum is tested as free. Therefore, both underlay mode and overlay mode
transmission could occur in the underlay mode area, where ST accesses the licensed spectrum even when the primary signal
is detected. Multiple cases of ST based on the location, residual energy, and licensed spectrum state are used. Then we obtain
the energy consumption, harvested energy, ST throughput, and occurrence probability of each case and the corresponding
expectations are computed. The classification principles are
listed as follows.
 Based on the residual energy in the battery, ST decides whether to perform spectrum sensing.
 If not, ST harvests energy from RF signals if it locates in the harvesting zone, or it stays idle if it locates in the
underlay or overlay mode area.
 If yes, based on the licensed spectrum state, the result of spectrum sensing can be obtained by Pd(_) and Pf (_) in (1)
and (2), respectively.
 When the licensed spectrum is tested as free, ST transmits in overlay mode.
 When the licensed spectrum is tested as busy, ST harvest energy from RF signals if it locates in the harvesting zone,
or stays idle if it locates in the overlay mode area, or transmits in underlay mode if it locates in the underlay mode
area.
V. COOPERATIVE GAME IN COGNITIVE RADIO
A. Cooperative Game Based Dynamic Spectrum Allocation
CR dynamic spectrum allocation realizes the sharing of spectrum resources between primary users and secondary
users and solves the problem of spectrum resource shortage. The CR spectrum allocation model based on game theory is
discussed from the perspective of cooperative game. Specifically, in open spectrum sharing, participants are all secondary
users competing for unlicensed spectrum. In licensed spectrum sharing, primary users lease their unused spectrum to
secondary users, and participants include
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primary users and secondary users.
In [42], a new symmetric NBS (S-NBS-CR) framework is proposed for joint channel and power allocation for dynamic
spectrum access in CR systems. The joint channel and power allocation problem of CR network coexisting with PUs is
constructed into a new NBS optimization problem which fully conforms to Nash's bargaining axiom. Maximize the total
throughput of the CR system on the premise of ensuring fair and efficient power distribution among CR users, CPU
transmission and minimum rate of each CR user. CR spectrum dynamic allocation adopts a new method of spectrum
allocation optimization by user collaboration. In the case that the adjacent spectrum is not disturbed, the spectrum utilization
can be maximized, the allocation conflict among users can be weakened, and the number of hungry users can be minimized in
the allocation process. The scheduling algorithm is used to ensure the fairness. Nash bargaining technology is used to achieve
a win-win situation between users and service providers.
B. Non-cooperative Game in Cognitive Radio
Non-cooperative Game Based Spectrum Allocation CR is an effective way to improve the spectrum utilization [43].
Spectrum allocation is one of the main problems in CR communication. The spectrum allocation of CR networks is analyzed
by game theory. To solve the problem of Multi Nash Equilibrium of the spectrum sharing based on non-cooperative game, in
order to prevent Multi Nash Equilibrium in non-cooperative cognitive network, an improved non-cooperative spectrum
allocation algorithm is proposed [44]. After several iterations of the previous non-cooperative spectrum allocation scheme,
the convergence state is judged by the change of the single user utility function. The spectrum allocation algorithm is divided
into two parts. First, the initial spectrum allocation is carried out to maximize the private utility. Since the cognitive users
choose the spectrum strategy only to maximize the private utility, and there is a probability of Multi Nash Equilibrium, the
spectrum allocation algorithm cannot achieve stable convergence. After the initial iterations, the stability of the spectrum
allocation algorithm is judged by the change of cognitive user private utility. The improved non-cooperative spectrum
allocation algorithm can reduce the system utility to some extent and achieve stable convergence. It is suitable for spectrum
allocation in distributed CR networks.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper reviews Cognitive radio spectrum allocation and its techniques in the wireless networks. By means evolutionary
algorithms, neural networks, polynomial time methods, and the concept of cooperative and noncooperative game theory, scarce
wireless network resources are distributed to users in a reasonable, in effective and fair way which alleviates the problems of
low utilization rate of resources, large number of users and incomplete development of resources.
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